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WORKING GROUPS and CONVENERS
Minimum Bias & Underlying event: Deepak Kar (Wits University) & Ramandeep Kumar (Akal University)
Monte Carlo Development & Tuning: Paolo Gunnellini (DESY) & Stefan Gieseke (KIT)
Double Parton Scattering: Jonathan Gaunt (NIKHEF) & Ivan Belyaev (ITEP)
Small-x & Diffraction: Martin Hentschinski (UNAM) & Christophe Royon (University of Kansas)
High Multiplicities: Antonio Ortiz (UNAM) & Klaus Werner (Subatech)
Interactions with nuclei: Nestor Armesto (Santiago de Compostela) & Sudhir Raniwala (University of Rajasthan)